SESSON 1 - Monday, June 17th 11:00 am-12:30

✦ Session 1A: Finance - H1-102 (1st Floor)
Chairman: Selma Boussetta

Djekna Votsoma, Lille Economie Management (France), Parametric estimation of the determinants of inefficiency of microfinance institutions in the WAEMU and CEMAC countries
Co-auteurs: Blavet Thomas -

Jones Indigo, Université d’Orléans (France), Managing a Lazy Investment: Being Actively Passive
Co-auteurs: Benoit Sylvain - Dudek Jérémy -

Sekli Guillaume, Centre de REcherches sur les Stratégies Economiques (UR 3190) (France), Early contribution and fair rewards in crowdfunding
Co-auteurs: Béal Sylvain - Deschamps Marc - Refait-Alexandre Catherine

Vaubourg Anne-Gaël, Université de Poitiers, Financial analysts, market discipline in banking and economic stabilization
Co-auteurs: Badarau Cristina - Moran Kevin - Popescu Alexandra - Vaubourg Anne-Gaël

---------------

✦ Session 1B: INFER 1: Economic development and sustainable growth - H1-120 (1st Floor)
Chairman: Camélia Turcu

Oriola Hugo, ECONOMIX/CNRS, What Kind of Geopolitical Interest Affect the Catalytic Effect of International Institutions Projects?
Co-auteurs: Lesuisse Pierre - Saadaoui Jamel -

Regasa Dereje, University of Manchester [Manchester] (Royaume-Uni), Banking competition and financial inclusion: evidence from Ethiopia
Co-auteurs: Fielding David -

Turcu Camélia, Laboratoire d’Economie d’Orleans (France), Sustainable development and the extractive industry. An assessment of the Mexican case

Yabre Tobignaré, Université de Strasbourg (France), Can public expenditures reallocation and fiscal rules enhance economic growth?
**Session 1C**: Carbon emissions - H1-121 (1st Floor)

*Chairman: Thierry Roncalli*

Ancel Julien, Demand response ownership in imperfectly competitive power markets: independent or integrated?

Berland Ondine, Paris Saclay Applied Economics (France), Households' Food Carbon Footprint.

Roncalli Thierry, Université d'évry-Val-d'Essonne (France), The Economic Cost of the Carbon Tax

Co-auteurs: Semet Raphaël

Semet Raphaël, University of Paris Saclay (France), Unraveling the Influence of Household Characteristics and Decisions on Carbon Footprints: A Quantile Regression Analysis

**Session 1D**: session 3 FAERE: Energy and resources - H1-201 (2nd Floor)

*Chairman: Francesco ricci*

Gauthier Marie, Bordeaux School of Economics, Green is the new gold: an investigation of the energy efficiency premium in the French real estate market.

Co-auteurs: Bouoiyour Jamal - Volle Alexandre

Kanellos Charis Anais, BETA- bureau economie theorique appliquée (France), Forest harvest intensity and land allocation in response to environmental, timber market and climate change scenarios: A dynamic perspective

Co-auteurs: Delacote Philippe - Lobianco Antonello

Wolff François-Charles, Laboratoire d'économie et de management de Nantes Atlantique (France), Ecological and economic sustainability in fishery management: The role of fish quality

**Session 1E**: Labour - macro - H1-205 (2nd floor)

*Chairman: Lemoine Adèle*

Gravoueille Maxime, Monash university (Australie), Wage and Employment Effects of Wage Subsidies

Lemoine Adèle, Sciences Po - Department of Economics (France), Pre-school Enrollment and Mothers' Labour Supply: Evidence from Europe

Co-auteurs: Bergeot Julien

Marguerit David, Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research (Luxembourg), Augmenting or Automating Labor? The Effect of AI Exposure on New Work, Employment, and Wages
**Session 1F : AFEDEV 1: Health, health policy and impact - H1-206 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Eric Rougier

**Guérin Isabelle, IRD/Université Paris Cité**, Good times, hard times: RCTs in development during Covid-19 and beyond
Co-auteurs: Bédécarrats Florent - Guérin Isabelle - Razafindrakoto Mireille - Roubaud François

**Thivillon Thomas, BSE - Bordeaux School of Economics (France)**, Credit, Subsidies, and Cleaner Fuel Adoption: Experimental evidence from Burkina Faso
Co-auteurs: Djemai Elodie - De Vreyer Philippe - Sana Adama

**Vergara Merino Pedro, Centre de Recherche en économie et STatistique (CREST) (France)**, Revisiting Randomization with the Cube Method
Co-auteurs: Davezies Laurent - Hollard Guillaume -

**Lomidze Béka, Bordeaux School of Economics (France)**, Social preferences in health care financing: Evidence from the SOPHEA survey
Co-auteurs: Jusot Florence - Jérôme Wittwer - Thébaut Clémence

---

**Session 1G : Ageing and social protection - H1-207 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Lopez-Cantor Santiago

**Blavet Thomas, Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Recherche Appliquée en Economie de la Santé (France)**, Adverse selection, misperception of life expectancy and long-term care insurance take-up in the United States
Co-auteurs: Chopard Bertrand - Rapp Thomas - Sicsic Jonathan

**Lopez-Cantor Santiago, AIX MARSEILLE UNIVERSITÉ - LABORATOIRE AMSE**, Pension’s Resource-Time Trade-off: The Role of Inequalities in the Design of Retirement Schemes
Co-auteurs: Bourlès Renaud -

**Prachant Alexandre, Bureau d’Economie Théorique et Appliquée (BETA) (France)**, Correlation between adapted physical activity (APA) and physical health: Evidence from physical activity on prescription (PAP) program in Strasbourg between 2012 and 2022

**Soulat Laurent Caisse des dépôts et consignations (France)**, Effet du passage à la retraite sur le bien-être des Français

---

**Session 1H : Labour and Covid 19 - H1-208 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Moulin Léonard

**Gonnot Jerome, ESPOL Lab - Institut Catholique de Lille (France)**, Essential Work, Foreign Labour: What Explains Migrant Employment in European Key Sectors?
Co-auteurs: Broberg Nikolaj - Poeschel Friedrich - Ruhs Martin
Moulin Léonard, Institut National d'Etudes Démographiques Paris (France), In the Eye of the Storm: the Disrupted Career Paths of Young People in the Wake of COVID-19
Co-auteurs: Issehnane Sabina - -

Vieira Nathan, Aix-Marseille Sciences Economiques (France), Short-Time Work Policy, Financial Constraint and Great Recession: Evidence of a "French Miracle"

----------

♦ Session 1I : Taxation and public spending - H1-209 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Malmberg Selma

Malmberg Selma, Le Mans Université (France), Income tax fluctuations and uncertainty in France

Pietri Oceane, University of Konstanz (Allemagne), Distributional Effects of Tax Composition Changes
Co-auteurs : Kerdelhué Lisa - -

Soglo Koku Eli, Université Clermont Auvergne, CNRS, CERDI, IRD, Combating Tax Evasion in Sub-Saharan African Countries: Does Semi-Autonomous Revenue Authorities model play a role ?

----------

♦ Session 1J : Science and innovation policy - H1-211 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Francesco Lissoni

Charruau Paul, Univ Lyon, UJM Saint-Etienne, GATE UMR 5824 (France), Universities, and innovation in secondary cities: Empirical evidence from the local impact of new universities created in France
Co-auteurs : Autant-Bernard Corinne - -

Khouilla Heman, Laboratoire d'Economie Appliquée au Développement (France), Les déterminants des brevets académiques des entreprises dans le domaine biomédical : le cas français
Co-auteurs : Wolff Sandrine - Reymond David -

Pommet Sophie, UniversitéCôte d'Azur (France), The impact of public support for innovation on SME efficiency

----------

♦ Session 1K : session GIDE: heterodox approaches on money - H1-119 (1st floor)
Chairman: Alexandre Chirat

Le Heron Edwin, Sciences Po Bordeaux - Institut d'études politiques de Bordeaux (France), Walther Bagehot’s Principle in Modern Central Banking: Between Myth and Reality
**SESSION 2** - Monday, June 17th 2:00pm-3:30pm

- **Session 2A**: Dynamiques territoriales et performance économique
  
  *(session 1 - ASRDLF) - H1-102 (1st Floor)*

  Chairman: Bourdin Sébastien

  Amdaoud Mounir, EconomiX (France). Local Dynamics, Intra-sectorial Externalities and Spatial Spillover Effects. An application to French Employment Areas

  Co-auteurs: Levratto Nadine

  Bourdin Sébastien, EM Normandie (France). L'adoption de pratiques d'économie circulaire par les entreprises. Plus les partenaires sont proches, mieux c'est?

  Gaussier Nathalie, Lacour Claude, Bordeaux School of Economics. Rethinking the regional and urban economy in the light of crises

  Zimmer Lucas, BSE - Bordeaux School of Economics (France). Supply Chain Disruptions: Firm-level evidence from the 2011 Tohoku earthquake

  ---------

- **Session 2B**: Monetary Policy 1
  
  *(H1-120 (1st Floor))

  Chairman: Aurélien Leroy

  Aguilar Pablo, EconomiX (France). Global Impacts of US Monetary Policy: New Insights from the Remittance Channel

  Drame Djeneba, University Paris Nanterre (France), 2 - EconomiX. Monetary policy and bank risk-taking in Africa

  Co-auteurs: Coulibaly Dramane

  Some Yimbar Joseph, BSE - Bordeaux School of Economics (France). Bank risk, monetary policy shocks and the bank lending channel in West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) area

  ---------

- **Session 2C**: Trade and environment
  
  *(H1-121 (1st Floor))

  Chairman: Raphaël Chiappini
Gerard Enea, Bordeaux School of Economics, Environmental Regulation and Foreign Direct Investments: Evidence from a new measure of environmental stringency
Co-auteurs: Chiappini Raphaël - -

Zaki Chahir, Laboratoire d’économie d’Orléans (France), Does "Going Green" Promote Global Value Chains Integration?
Co-auteurs: Fayek Mariam - -

Session 2D: Resources and Recycling - H1-201 (2nd Floor)
Chairman: Francesco Ricci

Bucciarelli Pauline, Economix / CNRS, Evaluating criticality of strategic metals: Are the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index and usual concentration thresholds still relevant?
Co-auteurs: Hache Emmanuel - Mignon Valérie -

Ricci Francesco, Center for Environmental Economics - Montpellier - UMR 5211 (France), Efficient recycling
Co-auteurs: Dai Miao - Fodha Mouez -

Session 2E: session 1 FAERE: environmental policy - H1-205 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Jean Christophe Péreau

Iannucci Gianluca, University of Florence (Italie), Dynamic Choice of Renewable Energy Communities
Co-auteurs: Clo Stefano - Tampieri Alessandro -

Labrousse Charles, Paris School of Economics (France), Geography versus income: the heterogeneous effects of carbon taxation
Co-auteurs: Perdereau Yann - -

Young-Brun Marie, IWH (Allemagne), 2 - Leipzig University (Allemagne), Public acceptability of carbon taxation: a model of political support with income and urban-rural inequality

Session 2F: AFEDDEV 2: Agriculture - H1-206 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Tanguy Bernard

Ayaz Muhammad, University of Balochistan, Unlocking the Puzzle of Farm Labor productivity Inequalities: Insights from Pakistan
Co-auteurs: Mughal Muzhar - Gutiérrez Marv#Á-José -

Posada Borrero Catalina, Université de Montpellier, Small steps in the right direction: Preferences of small-scale farmers for sustainable cattle systems in Guaviare, Colombian Amazon
Co-auteurs : Ezzine-De-Blas Driss - Lavaine Emmanuelle - Roussel Sébastien

Silver Jed, University of California, Berkeley, Farm Household Misallocation

Wigton-Jones Evan Husson University (états-Unis), Geomagnetic Flux and Global Yields in Agriculture

---

♦ Session 2G : Poverty and social protection - H1-207 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Do Nascimento Miguel Jérémy

Bresson Florent, Université Clermont Auvergne, Channels of poverity reduction: What can be expected from relative distribution changes?

Carrere Sebastien, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), How effective are cash transfer programs in mitigating income instability ? evidence from the AUH in Argentina

Do Nascimento Miguel Jérémy, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), General Equilibrium Effects of Social Policy: Evidence from the Ethiopian Productive Safety Net Program

---

♦ Session 2H : Labor market - H1-208 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Roux Baptiste

Hervelin Jérémy, CY Cergy Paris Université (France), Firm Retention and Productivity of Apprentices

Louis Coline, Laboratoire d'économie et de management de Nantes Atlantique (France), Job-seekers training participation: understanding the selection dynamics

Roux Baptiste, Paris School of Economics (France), In Search of Working Time ? Exploring the Origins of Inequality in Hours Constraints

---

♦ Session 2I : Tax and fiscal capacity - H1-209 (2nd floor)
Chairman: Taugourdeau Emmanuelle

Soglo Koku Eli, Université Clermont Auvergne, CNRS, CERDI, IRD, Optimal Taxation of Mining Industries: Case of The Gold Sector in African Producing Countries

Taugourdeau Emmanuelle, CNRS, CREST (France), Does leadership in policy setting reduce pollution and make countries better off?
Co-auteurs : Tarola Ornella - -
Wiemann Dilara, University of Siegen, The socio-economic and Public Finance Determinants of Discrimination in the Admission Process to Senior High Schools in Germany â€“ Evidence from the field
Co-auteurs: Koehler Ekkehard A.- Rehm Marco -

----------

♦ Session 2J: Risk aversion - H1-211 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Maïder Saint Jean

Noet Ngoc Thao, University of Angers, Open innovation, risk, and value sharing: a field experiment
Co-auteurs: Noet Ngoc Thao -

Verlihic Alexandra, INRAE - AVIV, Fireside intentions and decisions to move
Co-auteurs: Le Gallo Julie - Breuillé Marie - Houde Sébastien Grivault camille

Zelnitskaia Elizaveta, CERGE-EI (République tchèque), Risk Aversion in Information Cascades

SESSION 3 - Tuesday, June 18th 9:00am-10:30am

♦ Session 3A: Dynamiques territoriales et performance économique (session 2- ASRDLF) - H1-102 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Faridah Djellal

Djellal Faridah, Université de Lille (France), L’innovation gap et le performance gap dans les économies de services : un défi pour les politiques publiques

Faure Emmanuelle, ECONOMIX/CNRS, Explaining economic performances in the French employment zones: industrial relatedness and spatial externalities

Obertelli Mathieu, Dauphine Recherches en Management - MLAB (France), Concentration et polarisation des travailleurs cadres dans la métropole du Grand Paris V† l’heure du vieillissement de population
Co-auteurs: Bourdin-Sébastien - Simon Arnaud -

----------

♦ Session 3B: Inflation - H1-120 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Sophie Brana

Aldama Pierre, Le Gall Claire, Banque de France, What caused inflation in the pandemic-era? Replicating Bernanke and Blanchard (2023) on French data
Co-auteurs: Le Gall Claire - Le Bihan Hervé-
Duc Julien, Laboratoire déconomie de Dauphine (France), Access to credit and price dispersion

Franceschi Emanuele, European Central Bank (Allemagne), Cast out the pure? Inflation and relative prices on both sides of the Atlantic
Co-auteurs: Osbat Chiara - Parker Miles

-----

♦ Session 3C: Global Value Chains - H1-121 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Flora Bellone

Agbekponou Kossi Messanh, SMART-INRAE (France), Positioning and bargaining power in agri-food global value chains
Co-auteurs: Fusacchia Ilaria - -

Bellone Flora, Université Côte d’Azur (France), The Rise of China in the Global Production Network: What can Autocatalytic Sets teach us?
Co-auteurs: Persenda Arnaud - Zeppini Paolo -

Zappalà Guglielmo, UC Santa Barbara (états-Unis), Estimating sectoral climate impacts in a global production network

-----

♦ Session 3D: GDRE 1: Banking and Monetary Policy - H1-201 (2nd Floor)

Chairman: Jérôme Hericourt

Garlanda-Longueville Lorenzo, EconomiX, Paris Nanterre (France), Banking (Des)Integration between China and Hong Kong: the Role of Monetary Policy

Hericourt Jérôme, U. Paris-Saclay, U. Evry and CEPII (France), The collateral channel: Heterogeneity within and between countries
Co-auteurs: Imbs Jean - Patureau Lise -

Kuessi Richard, Research Center for Applied Economics and Management of Organisations (CREAMO), University of Lome (Togo), Competition and banking efficiency in the WAEMU: The role of multinationals and institutions

-----

♦ Session 3E: Growth and Environment - H1-205 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Cameron Aliénor

Cameron Aliénor, EconomiX / CNRS, Economic performance and climate policy in the EU: Insights from firm-level data
Co-auteurs: Garrone Maria - -
Eraud Alice, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne (France), Exploring the nonlinear relationship between economic growth and its main drivers over the last decade in EU: Evidence from a panel smooth transition regression
Co-auteurs : Bruneau Catherine - Matei Iuliana -

Michelet Félix, Centre d’économie industrielle (France), The impact of electricity market integration on the cost of CO2 emissions abatement through renewable energy promotion

---

**Session 3F : Informality and formalization - H1-206 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: RAGAB Dardir dina

RAGAB Dardir dina, Faculty of Economic and Political Science, Cairo university, Does Starting Up Informal Affect the Adoption of Foreign Technology in the Emerging Economies?
Co-auteurs : Najman Boris -

Ralaimidona Tiavina, UMR:IRD-DIAL-LEDa (France), Can requiring informal businesses to pay taxes encourage them to formalize?
Co-auteurs : Razafrindrakoto Mireille - Roubaud François -

Rivera Gonzalez David, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), Tax disincentives to formal employment: Evidence from ‘Åördinary’ reforms in Latin America

---

**Session 3G : Education - H1-207 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Astruc--Le Souder Mael

Astruc--Le Souder Mael, BSE - Bordeaux School of Economics, A Question of Honor? The Labor Market Advantage of Academic Signaling
Co-auteurs : Bargain Olivier - Gedeão Locks -

Bechichi Nagui, Paris school of economics, Older Schoolmate Spillovers on Higher Education Choice
Co-auteurs : Kenedi Gustave -

Hellier Joël, Lille - Economie et Management (UniversitéLille 1), Increasing skill premium and education decisions: Higher intra-skilled inequality and lower inter-skill mobility

Lepage Louis-Pierre Stockholm University (Suède), Anticipated Discrimination and College Major Choice
Co-auteurs : Li Xiaomeng - Zafar Basit -

---

**Session 3H : Migration - H1-208 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Mesnard Alice

Lesner Rune Vammen, The Danish Center for Social Science Research (Danemark), The Impact of Employment on Juvenile Delinquency among Refugee Adolescents - Insights from the Danish Spatial Dispersion Policy
Co-auteurs : Damm Anna Piil - Hassani Ahmad -
**Mesnard Alice**, *City University of London (Royaume-Uni)*, Revolving Doors: How Externalization Policies Block Refugees and Divert Other Migrants Across Migration Routes  
*Co-auteurs: Senne Jean-Noël - Thiollet Helene - Savatic Filip*

**Muthui kristin**, *UMI SOURCE (France)*, Structural transformation and climate-related extreme events  
*Co-auteurs: Zugravu-Soiita Natalia - Muthui Kristin -*

♦ **Session 3I**: ASFEE (French Association of Experimental Economics) - H1-209 (2nd floor)

*Chairman: Dagorn Etienne*

**Dagorn Etienne** *Institut national d’études démographiques (France)*, Social Pressure and Prosocial Behaviors Among Teenagers

**Desjardins Manon**, *GREDEG (France)*, Avoiding Adverse Specialization in Multitasking: An Experimental Test of Agency Theory Predictions  
*Co-auteurs: *-

**Louafi Mehdi**, *Université d’Orléans (France)*, Do Concerns for Risks of Personal Data Leaks Impact Decision-Making in Finance?

**Mollier Claire**, *Université Paris-Nanterre - Economix (France)*, The effects of reminders on engagement and walking: Evidence from a large scale experiment  
*Co-auteurs: Braut Beatrice - Zaccagni Sarah -*

-------

♦ **Session 3J**: High skill workers and job mobility - H1-211 (2nd floor)

*Chairman: Bergé laurent*

**Auriol Emmanuelle** *TSE - Toulouse School of Economics*, An economic analysis of revolving doors and cooling-off periods

**Bergé Laurent**, *Bordeaux School of Economics*, Does job mobility increases innovation? A case study of the fall of Nortel.  
*Co-auteurs: Samson Ruth - Jonard Nicolas -*

**Teslenko Valentina**, *Université de Strasbourg (France)*, Factors Affecting Data scientists Salaries: Evidence from the United States of America  
*Co-auteurs: Platonov Alexander - Bazin Damien - Oganesyan Ani -*

-------

♦ **Session 3K**: Mobility / Transports - H1-119 (1st floor)

*Chairman: Nathalie Gaussier*

**Chiappini Raphaël**, *Bordeaux School of Economics (France)*, Nudging employees for greener mobility- A field experiment  
*Co-auteurs: Kirakozian Ankinée - Arfaoui Nabila -*
SESSION 4 - Tuesday, June 18th 14:00pm-15:30pm

♦ Session 4A: Banking - H1-102 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Lisa Kerdelhué

Kerdelhué Lisa, Banque de France (France), Capital Requirements in Light of Monetary Tightening
Co-auteurs: Espic Aurélien - Matheron Julien -

Kiani Keyvan, Emlyon business school (France), Preventing price-mediated contagion due to fire sales externalities: Strategic foundations of macroprudential regulation

Molteni Francesco, European University Institute (Italie), International Banking Flows and Financial Crises

---------

♦ Session 4B: Climate change and financial vulnerability - H1-120 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Caterina Seghini

Bao Alex, BSE - Bordeaux School of Economics, Natural disasters and international financial flows
Co-auteurs: Lamagnere Théo - Boungou Whelsy -

Pouey Sarah, Laboratoire d’Economie d’Orléans (LEO) (France), (Sovereign Debt Securities in the Face of Extreme Weather: Unpacking the Influence of ODA on Investment Decision

Seghini Caterina, Swiss Finance Institute [Geneva] (Suisse), Sovereign debt sustainability, the carbon budget and climate damages

Thavard Julien, BETA, Université de Lorraine (France), Climate and sovereign risk: the Latin American experience with ENSO events

---------
**Session 4C: INFER 2: European Economics - H1-121 (1st Floor)**

*Chairman: Eleonora Cavallaro*

**Cavallaro Eleonora**, *Sapienza University of Rome (Italie)*, Financial asymmetries, risk sharing and growth in the EU  
Co-auteurs: Villani Ilaria -

**Metz Théo**, *University of Strasbourg (France)*, New fiscal transparency index and public debt borrowing costs

**Salmon Albin**, *EconomiX (France)*, Eurozone inflation analysis through cyclical and acyclical components  
Co-auteurs: Blot Christophe --

**Session 4D: Market Organization - H1-201 (2nd Floor)**  
*Chairman: Coulombe Raphaelle*

**Coulombe Raphaelle**, *Middlebury College (Etats-Unis)*, Fires and Local Labor Markets  
Co-auteurs: Rao Akhil -

**Kayser Olivier**, *EconomiX (France)*, Vertical differentiation and heterogeneous beliefs

**Savary Kévin**, *EconomiX (France)*, Unemployment Insurance rules and Labor Market responses  
Co-auteurs: Bremilla Laurent - Pariset Chloé -

**Session 4E: FAERE: Climate Change and game theory - H1-205 (2nd floor)**  
*Chairman: Jean Christophe Péreau*

**Augeraud-Veron Emmanuelle**, *Bordeaux School of Economics (France)*, Economic insecurity, memory effects and allocations choices

**Lowing David**, *Laboratoire Génie Industriel (France)*, Fair burden-sharing for climate change mitigation: a cooperative game theoretic approach  
Co-auteurs: Jagu Schippers Emma -

**Péreau Jean Christophe**, *BSE, Bordeaux School of Economics, Université de Bordeaux*, Negotiating IEAs: Alone or in a Pool?

**Session 4F: AFEDEV 3: Mobile money - H1-206 (2nd floor)**  
*Chairman: Jalil Nordman*

**Kere Safilidin**, *Bordeaux School of Economics (France)*, Mobile Money and Monetary policy
**Noah Alphonse**, *Université de Limoges (France)*, Mobile Money Tax: Implications on Agent Performance and Revenue Sustainability
Co-auteurs: Ruth Tacneng -

**Ouedraogo Wendpogbnooma Josias**, *Bordeaux School of Economics (France)*, Effect of Mobile Money Usage on Capital Accumulation in Informal Businesses in Dakar, Senegal.
Co-auteurs: Berrou Jean-Philippe -

---

♦ **Session 4G**: Gender and education - H1-207 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Dousset Léa

**Dousset Léa**, *Paris School of Economics (France)*, The End of a Gender Quota in Elite Higher Education
Co-auteurs: Thebault Georgia -

**Fils-Aime Berlanda Desuza**, *Université Gustave Eiffel*, Gender Discrimination in Access to Higher Education.
Co-auteurs: Chareyron Sylvain - L'Horty Yannick -

**Suteau Margaux**, *London School of Economics and Political Science*, Back to the Roots: the Effect of Culture on the Gender Gap in STEM
Co-auteurs: Coly Caroline --

---

♦ **Session 4H**: Labor micro - H1-208 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Morvan Pol

**Agbekponou Kossi Messanh**, *Université de Lomé* [Togo], Performance of the power sector and well-being in Togo: conceptualization by approach of the capacity and evaluation of the energy-absenteeism of medical staff relationship
Co-auteurs: Kossi Komlan Venunye -

**Khalidi Noame**, *Bureau d'économie Théorique et Appliquée (France)*, A positive stigma: first job in Luxembourg and career path
Co-auteurs: Tadjeddine Yamina - Fromentin Vincent -

**Morvan Pol**, *CERNA Université Paris PSL (France)*, Strategic wage setting, firms and workers' location

---

♦ **Session 4I**: Cliometrics: French Cliometric Association (AFC) - H1-209 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Claude Diebolt

**Altinok Nadir**, *Bureau d'économie Théorique et Appliquée (France)*, A New Database on Equity in Quality Education (1970-2020): A Cliometric Approach
Co-auteurs: Diebolt Claude --
Boyer Jean-Daniel, *Bureau d'Économie Théorique et Appliquée (France)*, Cliometrics as the Realization of Emile Durkheim’s Epistemological Ambitions?

Le Chapelain Charlotte, *Université Jean Moulin Lyon III*, Steam Technology Diffusion in the 19th century - First Evidence from Spatial Panel Data
Co-auteurs : Wilke Ralf --

---

**Session 4J : Patents and innovation - H1-211 (2nd floor)**

*Chairman: Diego Useche*

Langinier Corinne, *University of Alberta (Canada)*, Green Patents in an Oligopolistic Market with Green Consumers
Co-auteurs : Raychaudhuri Amrita --

Souchard Kevin, *Bordeaux School of Economics (France)*, Complex technologies and speed of diffusion in Europe: Evidence from green patents
Co-auteurs : Ernest Miguelez - Saint Jean Maïder -

Sterzi Valerio, *Bordeaux School of Economics (France)*, Examining Industry Overlaps in Patent Infringement Lawsuits in Europe
Co-auteurs : Fusco Stefania -

---

**Session 4K : « Women in economics : a historical and analytical perspective » - H1-119 (1st floor)**

*Chairman: Annie Cot*

Charles Loïc (*University Paris 8 and INED), Le Bouteillec Nathalie (*Amiens University and INED*), Caught between Market and Family: An Historical Epistemology of the Economic Debate on Women’s Access to the Labor Market in Europe (1850–1914)
>> Discussant: Camila Orozco, *University Reims Champagne-Ardenne* (en zoom)

Cot Annie L., *University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne*, Let there be no distinction between the sexes’: Jeremy Bentham on the economic status of women -- Discussant: Estrella Trincado Aznar, Complutense University, Madrid (en zoom)

Philippy David, *Sciences Po Paris*, Home economics and the birth of a theory of consumption in the United States -- Discussant: Guillaume Vallet, Grenoble University (en zoom)
SESSION 5 - Tuesday, June 18th 16:00pm-17:30pm

♦ Session 5A : FASES 1 (French Association in Spatial Econometrics and Statistics) - H1-102 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Catherine Baumont

Allam Yacine, aivancity School for Technology, Business and Society (France), Housing Market Response to Disasters: Evidence from a Factory Fire

Daly Imen, Centre d’Etudes des Politiques Economiques (France), Targeting Tax Incentives for Affordable Housing: Evidence from the French Real Estate Market

Kamionka Thierry, CNRS and CREST, Institut Polytechnique de Paris (PARIS) (France), Does neighborhood matter? The impact of proximity to (dis)amenities on home price

Toure Inès, Laboratoire d’économie de Poitiers (Université de Poitiers, France), Mobilités d’études et d’emploi des jeunes diplômés: le rôle de l’origine sociale et territoriale
Co-auteurs : Bernala Bastien - Bonnal Liliane - Tritah Ahmed

♦ Session 5B : Monetary Policy 2 - H1-120 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Louis Raffestin

Ghazouani Wiem, Laboratoire d’Economie d’Orléans (France), Inflation Expectations, Sovereign Bond Yields and Media Sentiment on the ECB in Four European Countries
Co-auteurs : Picault Matthieu

Lamagnere Théo, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), Fighting financial imbalances in emerging countries: Does (independent) monetary policy help?

Meunier Anatole, Laboratoire d’Economie de Dauphine (France), Sovereign bond purchases in emerging market economies: a buffer against the influence of the Global Financial Cycle on sovereign risk?

♦ Session 5C : Weather Impacts - H1-121 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Jacquet Thomas

Bourgeois Elisabeth, Université Savoie Mont Blanc, Adapting to Heatwaves in the elderly population: Behavioral Patterns and Strategies
Co-auteurs : Dorothée Charlier - Grover David

Jacquet Thomas, EconomiX (France), National trends, regional realities: Analysis of the economic impact of weather on French agriculture

Jordi Louis, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), Can Winegrowers Adapt to Extreme Weather Shocks: Evidence from France
♦ **Session 5D: session 2 FAERE: Agriculture and the environment - H1-201 (2nd Floor)**

*Chairman: Serge Garcia (Pdt de la FAERE)*

**Aubert Cécile**, *BSE - Bordeaux School of Economics*, Spatial externalities and inefficient crop diversification  
*Co-auteurs: Lemarié Stéphane -*

**Couharde Cécile, Generoso rémi**, *EconomiX (France), Lille économie management - UMR 9221 (France)*, Assessing the Impact of National Air Quality Standards on Agricultural Land Values: Insights from Corn and Soybean Regions  

**Guillossou Michaël**, *EconomiX (France)*, Climate Change has Likely Already Affected Yield Growth and Migration: Evidence from the Corn Belt

♦ **Session 5E: Industry dynamics and Globalization - H1-205 (2nd floor)**

*Chairman: Diego Useche*

**Chaudron Pierre**, *Université de Bourgogne (France)*, Industry Dynamics and Productivity Growth in France  
*Co-auteurs: Ledezma Ivan -*

**Tounkara Mamadou Foune**, *Lille économie management - UMR 9221 (France)*, Firms import share of intermediate inputs: evidence from surveys dataset  
*Co-auteurs: Defever Fabrice -*

**Ünal Deniz, Sztulman aude**, *CEPII/ France Stratégie, Université Paris Dauphine - PSL*, Pioneering a new classification: a comprehensive study of healthcare products in global trade  
*Co-auteurs: Sztulman Aude - Gaulier Guillaume - Cotteraz Pierre*

♦ **Session 5F: AFEDEV 4: Intra-households inequality - H1-206 (2nd floor)**

*Chairman: Jalil Nordman*

**Alamir Anousheh**, *European Center for Advanced Research in Economics and Statistics (Belgique)*, Effects of conflicts on intimate partner violence: Evidence from Mexico  

**Aminjonov Ulugbek**, *Université de Bordeaux (France)*, Shouldering the Weight of Climate Change: Intra-household Resource Allocation after Rainfall Shocks  

**Mesple-Somps Sandrine**, *IRD CNRS Université Paris Dauphine PSL*, Men's justification and practices of gender-based violence in Mali  
*Co-auteurs: Bertelli Olivia - Calvo Thomas - Lavallée Emmanuelle Mesple-Somps Sandrine*
**Session 5G : Gender inequality - H1-207 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Dubreuil Léa

Deschamps Pierre, *Institute for social research, Stockholm University (Suède)*, Gender differences in screening on online platforms  
Co-auteurs: Laouenan Morgane - Glover Dylan - Chapelle Guillaume - Lambin Xavier

Dubreuil Léa, *CREST (France)*, Maternal Childcare Preferences and Labor Supply of Mothers  
Co-auteurs: Brouard Marion

-------

**Session 5H : Shocks on opportunities - H1-208 (1st floor)**

Chairman: Stoeffler Quentin

Pham Thi Hong Hanh, *Laboratoire d’Economie et de Management de Nantes-Atlantique (Chemin de la Censive du Tertre BP 52231, 44322 Nantes Cedex 3 France)*, Does foreign aid work under geopolitics’ impact?

Stoeffler Quentin, *Bordeaux School of Economics, University of Bordeaux (France)*, New economic opportunities and children outcomes: unravelling negative effects of artisanal mines on primary education  
Co-auteurs: Catherine Guirkinger

Horta Daniela, *Aix-Marseille Sciences Economiques (France)*, Collateral damage: The impact of forced eradication of illicit crops on human capital —  
Co-auteurs: Anderson Tami-Patiño

Tritah Ahmed *Université de Poitiers (France)*, Under the Canopy: Mining and deforestation in Sub-Saharan Africa  
Co-auteurs: Diouf Mboundor - Chakir Raja

-------

**Session 5I : Macroeconomics - H1-209 (2nd floor)**

Chairman: Jérôme Creel

Aubouin Mathilde, *GAEL, Grenoble Alpes University*, The Macroeconomy of the Free Digital Services  
Co-auteurs: Ragot Lionel

Creel Jérôme, *OFCE, From Okun’s Law to the fiscal multiplier*  
Co-auteurs: Kaiser Jonas

Gloglo Beringer, *Groupe de Recherche Angevin en Economie et Management (France)*, Optimal monetary strategy in West african economic and monetary union: a DSGE approach

Narbonne Louise *Université de Rennes*, Limited Asset Market Participation and the Current Account Balance
Session 5J: Networks - H1-211 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Laurent Bergé

Gras Clément, Paris Jourdan Sciences Economiques (France), Advising Busy Decision Makers: Incentives in Costly Communication Settings

Lopez Benjamin, Centre de recherche en économie de Grenoble (France), NETWORKS, REPLICATOR DYNAMICS AND THE PROPAGATION OF IDIOSYNCRATIC SHOCKS
Co-auteurs: Chassagnon Virgile - Guillaumin Cyriac -

Makihara Kohmei, Aix-Marseille School of Economics (France), Peer-review mechanism design to allocate good with externality

Persenda Arnaud, Université Côte d’Azur (France), Autocatalytic networks and the Green economy
Co-auteurs: Ruiz Alexandre -

---

SESSION 6 - Wednesday, June 19th 9:00am-10:30am

Chairman: F. Gaschet

Session 6A: Real Estate - H1-102 (1st Floor)

Dielen Ilona, GREDEG-CNRS (France), Green is the New Black? The Role of Remote Work on Local Housing Price in the Post COVID-19 Era
Co-auteurs: Laffineur Catherine -

Carmelo Micciche, CY Cergy Paris Université( France), A methodology for local housing price index in France
Co-auteurs: Baroni Michel - Vidal Pierre -

Lapierre Marie Aurélie, Groupe d’Analyse et de Théorie Economique Lyon, The impact of housing costs on labor market trajectories
Co-auteurs: Ouasbaa Ghizlen -

Regnaud Martin, CESAER UMR1041, INRAE, Institut Agro (France), Pandemic-Induced changes in residential prices in major French Cities
Co-auteurs: Le Gallo Julie - Regnaud Martin -

---
Session 6B: Firms and Globalization - H1-120 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Frederic Vinas

Lafrogne-Joussier Raphaël, CREST-Insee (France), Energy cost pass-through and the rise of inflation: Evidence from French manufacturing firms
Co-auteurs: Mejean Isabelle - Martin Julien

Levélou Anthonin, Université Paris Dauphine-PSL (France), Investor-state Dispute Settlement mechanism and FDI

Vinas Frederic, Banque de France, Adjusting the Value-Added Allocation to Shocks

Session 6C: GDRE 2: Monetary Policy - H1-121 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Delphine Lahet

Boum Galiana Oriol, Université Paris Est Créteil, Assessing the accuracy and reliability of forecast-based credit-to-GDP gaps
Co-auteurs: Bouvatier Vincent

Labrousse Charles, Paris School of Economics (France), Balance sheet policies and Central Bank losses in a HANK model
Co-auteurs: Perdereau Yann

Xu Qing, Torre Dominique, Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire des transitions de Lille, Could CBDCs become a new migrant remittances channel?
Co-auteurs: Torre Dominique

Session 6D: agriculture - H1-201 (2nd Floor)

Chairman: Yann Raineau

Nguyen Quang-Huy, BETA, CNRS, INRA & Université de Strasbourg (France), Cooperation in organic agriculture adoption: A theoretical model

Peres Stéphanie, Univ. Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, BSE, USC 1441, ISVV (France), A Global & Analytical Willingness-to-Pay Elicitation Method. The case of the Corporate Social Responsibility attribute for wine
Co-auteurs: Muller Laurent - Lecomte Léa - Giraud-Héraud Eric

Raineau Yann, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), 2 - Environnement, territoires en transition, infrastructures, sociétés (ETTIS) (France), A surplus comparison mechanism for multiple-good valuation
Co-auteurs: Giraud-Héraud Eric - Seabra Pinto Alexandra
Session 6E: session AFED 1 « Public procurement » - H1-205
(2nd floor)

Chairman: C. Zapha

Garcia Serge / Guelmamen Mehdi, INRAE, Université de Lorraine, United we stand, divided we fall: An economic analysis of inter-municipal cooperation in the French drinking water sector
Co-auteurs: Augeraud-Veron Emmanuelle - Mayol Alexandre -

Melcarne Alessandro, Université Paris Nanterre (France), Judicial delay and relational discretion in public procurement: evidence from Italian data
Co-auteurs: Cavalieri Alessandro - Ramello Giovanni Battista -

Munich Léa, CRESE (France), Allocating the common costs of a public service operator: an axiomatic approach.
Co-auteurs: Lowing David - Techer Kevin

----------

Session 6F: AFED 5: Nation building and culture - H1-206 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Eric Rougier

Baronchelli Adelaide, University of Turin (Italie), The Words that Keep People Apart. Official Language, Accountability and Fiscal Capacity
Co-auteurs: Ricciuti Roberto - Foresta Alessandra -

Barriola Ilan, Université Paris-Panthéon-Assas, Trust, Media and Nation Building in Africa
Co-auteurs: Chaba Redha -

Col Mathilde, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), Unveiling the global determinants and effects of bilingual education policies in Africa

Nilsson Bjorn, RITM (France), Local ethnic fractionalization

----------

Session 6G: Gender and labour - H1-207 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Bourlès Renaud

Bourlès Renaud, Aix-Marseille School of Economics (France), Female Entrepreneurship and Gender Norms: Theory and Evidences on Household Investment Choices
Co-auteurs: Demont Timothée - Vincent Sarah - Ziparo Roberta

Cloléry Héloïse, Centre de Recherche en économie et Statistique (CREST) (France), Post-Quota Workplace Dynamics: Gender Quotas and Team Performance

Kabore Ibrakhim, Université Le Havre Normandie (France), Weather shock and labour supply in South Africa: analysis of heterogeneous gender effects

Moreno-Galbis Eva, AMSE (France), Labour market concentration and gender gaps
Co-auteurs: Bacheron Johanne - Blasco Sylvie - Tanguy Jérémie

----------
Session 6H: CES - session 1: French Health Economics Association - H1-208 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Florence Jusot

Augé Estelle, Institut de Recherche et Documentation en Economie de la Santé (France), 2 - vcole des Hautes études en Santé Publique [EHESP] (France), Improving social assistance take-up: Evidence from a French experiment among the self-employed
Co-auteurs: Sirven Nicolas -

Cheneau Anais, Université Paris Cité, New estimate of the value of informal care in France based on the care Utility fonction
Co-auteurs: Sicsic Jonathan - Rapp Thomas -

Garcia-Lorenzo Borja, Biosistemak Institute (Espagne), Making serve value equation as decision-making tool in value-based healthcare
Co-auteurs: Aloyo Itxaso - Ustarroz Iker - Gorostiza Ania Arropide Arantzazu Acaiturri-Ayesta Teresa Etxezarreta Altuna Izaskun Blanco Sesma Marisol

THEBAUT Clémence LIRAS (France), Cost-utility analysis or equivalent income approach to evaluate healthcare programs: what impact on allocation recommendations? A tutorial.
Co-auteurs: Chauvin Pauline -

---

Session 6I: session AFREN - H1-209 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Thierry Penard

Casanueva Annali, Ifo Institute (Allemagne), Diffusion of protest through social media: Evidence from Nahel protest in France
Co-auteurs: Meon Pierre-Guillaume - Stephan Paul -

JeanJean François, Orange DRG (France), Creation and sharing of value in the telecoms sector. (How telecom operators' investments benefit content providers rather than themselves.)

Mayaux Damien, Ecole d'Economie de Paris, EHESS, INRAE (France), Regulating Visual Marketing Cues

---

Session 6J: Labour micro - H1-211 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Chusseau Nathalie

Ben Yahmed Sarra, ZEW-Leibniz Centre for European Economic Research, Mannheim Allemagne, Flexible at work, flexible at home: working from home and the division of labour within families
Co-auteurs: Malavasi Chiara -

Chusseau Nathalie, Lille - Economie et Management (Université Lille 1), Technology Shocks and the Contribution of Vocational Training to Economic Growth: The French Case
Co-auteurs: Pelletan Jacques -
Denis Théo, Laboratoire d’économie mathématique et de microéconomie appliquée (Université Paris 2, LEMMA), Is presenteeism such a valuable signal for employees? Analysis on wages, promotion, health and well-being

---

**SESSION 7** - Wednesday, June 19th 11:00am-12:30

♦ **Session 7A : Urban Policy Evaluation (SS PEPR)** - H1-102 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Guillaume Pouyanne

Fize Etienne, Institut des politiques publiques (France), Moving out or cashing in: Mobility and price effects of the suppression of local taxation
Co-auteurs: Dutranc-Postel Paul -

Paul-Venturine Julia, Paris School of Economics (France), 2 - CYU - LIEPP (France), 3 - University of Mannheim (Allemagne), Mayors strike back: Evidence from the removal of floor area ratio in France
Co-auteurs: Chapelle Guillaume - Urvoy Camille -

Piedra-Peña Juan, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Borrowing size and functions from nearby cities: The mediating role of inter-municipal cooperation
Co-auteurs: Breuilé Marie-Laure - Le Gallo Julie -

♦ **Session 7B : Commodity and Energy Prices** - H1-120 (1st Floor)

Chairman: Marc Pourroy

Chaton corinne / Guillerminet marie-Laure, Laboratoire de Finance des Marchés de l’Energie (France), Coverage for fuel poverty

Pourroy Marc, LéP, Université de Poitiers (France), Commodity Prices Exposure to Changing ENSO Patterns
Co-auteurs: Dufrénot Gilles - Ginn William -

Trouvé Benjamin, Economix-CNRS – University of Paris Nanterre, France, Drivers of Divestment Movements in Fossil Fuels Companies
Co-auteurs: Alain Naef
Session 7C: INFER 3: Macroeconomics of climate change

Chairman: Cristina Badarau

Baret Matilda, Université d’Orléans LEO (Laboratoire d’Economie d’Orléans (France)), Fiscal and environmental sustainability: Is public debt environmentally friendly?
Co-auteurs: Menuet Maxime

Dees Stéphane, Banque de France, The Green Transition and Public Finances
Co-auteurs: Seghini Caterina

Roussel Corentin, BETA (France), Should new prudential regulation discriminate green credit risk? A macrofinancial study for the Output Floor case

Session 7D: Strategic interactions

Chairman: Sebastien Rouillon

Blondel Serge, Université d’Angers, Glaciers et bataille des sexes. L’élection présidentielle vue par la théorie des jeux

Hérault Nicolas, Bordeaux School of Economics, Persuading voters with partisan TV news: a natural experiment using spatial reception data
Co-auteurs: Thonsom Russell - Kollmann Trevor

Rouillon Sébastien, Bordeaux School of Economics (France), Satellite services diversity in a congested orbit

Session 7E: session AFED 2 « law and economics »

Chairman: L. Munich

Bougette Patrice, GREDEG-CNRS (France), A Green Switch in Time Saves Nine: Assessing the Environmental Damage of the European Truck Cartel
Co-auteurs: Charlier Christophe - Dielen Ilona

Monnery Benjamin, Economix / Université Paris Nanterre (France), Trust in the fight against political corruption: A survey experiment among citizens and experts
Co-auteurs: Chirat Alexandre

Serhal Mira, CY Cergy Paris Université, The Effect of Banning Instant Triple Divorce on Domestic Violence: Evidence from the Triple Talaq Law in India
Co-auteurs: De La Rupelle Maëlys

Zapha Chloé Banque de France, Does merging small bankruptcy courts increase their efficiency?
Co-auteurs: Epaulard Anne
Session 7F: Business cycle (macro) - H1-206 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Sampognaro Raul

Datta Soumya, South Asian University, Endogenous cycles and distribution dynamics in a neoclassical growth model with heterogeneous agents

Riblier Venance, University of California [Berkeley], Business Cycle Volatility and Age Composition

Sampognaro Raul, OFCE - Sciences Po (France), La transmission salaire-prix en France: encore une réalité?
Co-auteurs: Shaban Ramy -

-----

Session 7G: Human capital - H1-207 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Mughal mazhar


Mughal mazhar, eklore-Ed School Of Management (France), Mother’s early marriage and child healthcare and early development - Unravelling the role of gender preference
Co-auteurs: Javed Rashid -

Sarwar Kafeel, Information Technology University (Pakistan), Does animal-sourced food affect child health and educational achievements in Pakistan?

-----

Session 7H: CES session 2: French Health Economics Association - H1-208 (2nd floor)

Chairman: Florence Jusot

Afin Anicet, Université de Bourgogne (France), Impact de la prise en charge du Trouble du Spectre de l’Autisme (TSA) sur l’offre de travail des mères en France.
Co-auteurs: Peyron Christine -

David-Bertrand Astrid, Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Recherche Appliquée en Economie de la Santé (France), Cream-skimming in French skilled nursing facilities: how does nurses' seniority affect residents' selection?
Co-auteurs: Rapp Thomas - Sicsic Jonathan -

Kingsada Aimée, Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Recherche Appliquée en Economie de la Santé (univ. Paris Cité), Impact of unmet needs on the risk of falls among frail older adults in Europe
Co-auteurs: Sicsic Jonathan - Mchugh John - Rapp Thomas

Roche Maxime Imperial College London, Department of Economics & Public Policy (Royaume-Uni), How is climate fuelling the thirst for sweetness? Exploring drivers and adaptation
Co-auteurs: De Preux Laure -

-----
Chairman: Pierre Cyril Hautcoeur

Boucher Antoine, Université Gustave Eiffel (France), The Political Legacy of 19th Century Politicization and Repression in Southeastern France

Chirat Alexandre, UPN - Economix (France), Les Experts économiques de la France Libre à Londres : 1940-1943
Co-auteurs : Hédoin Cyril -

Teixeira Matéo, Université Lyon II (France), Inflation without politics: French prices, 1938-1948
Co-auteurs : Baubeau Patrice -